La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$Mg$_{0.2}$O$_3$ – δ thin films for IT-SOFCs: Microstructure and transport properties correlation
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**Highlights**
- Deposition of La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$Mg$_{0.2}$O$_3$ on (001) NdGaO$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$ buffered (001) MgO substrates.
- Structural and microstructural analysis of the films.
- Transport properties analysis.
- Correlation between the film thickness, the grain boundary concentration, and the conductivity.

**Abstract**
Highly textured La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$Mg$_{0.2}$O$_3$ (LSGM) films with columnar structure were grown by pulsed laser deposition on (001) NdGaO$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$ buffered (001) MgO substrates. Combined analysis of the films structure and morphology and EIS measurements showed that the transport properties are mainly limited by perpendicular grain boundaries effects. Increasing the film thickness, columnar nanosized grains tend to coalesce leading to a decrease of grain boundary concentration, hence to enhanced conductivity.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

**1. Introduction**
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operating at low temperatures are very promising devices for sustainable energy production both for stationary and mobile applications [1]. A viable means to reduce SOFCs operating temperature is to produce electrolytes in the form of thin films [2–4]. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is particularly promising amongst the different film deposition techniques because of its ability in reproducing complex target compositions onto the film [5]. Moreover, the deposition can be carried out at relatively low temperature values (≈ 700 °C) avoiding elemental interdiffusion at the substrate/film interface and preventing the detrimental formation of extra-phases at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces. Strontium and magnesium doped lanthanum gallate (La$_{1−x}$Sr$_x$Ga$_{1−x}$Mg$_x$O$_3$ – δ, LSGM) perovskites have very large ionic conductivity (~0.02 S cm$^{-1}$ at 600 °C, almost one order of magnitude larger than that of YSZ), oxygen transport number close to unity, good chemical stability over a wide oxygen partial pressure range, good mechanical strength and thus are widely considered excellent candidates as electrolytes operating at intermediate temperatures (IT) (400–600 °C) [6–8]. In comparison to doped-ceria, which is another promising electrolyte for IT applications, LSGM shows a negligible electronic conduction (at T < 1000 °C). The main drawback of LSGM perovskite is the cation interdiffusion occurring during the sintering process across the interface between electrolyte and anodic or cathodic substrates, such as the commonly used GDC/NiO or strontium-doped rare earth cobaltites, with the consequent formation of insulating phases. LSGM has been fabricated in the form of thin films by PLD both on anode materials and on Al$_2$O$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$ substrates [9,10]. However, in neither case the correlation between microstructure and transport properties was deeply investigated.
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Thin films and heterostructures offer the possibility of investigating interface and grain boundary effects due to space charge layers (SCL) or mechanical strain [11]. With the aim of gaining a deeper understanding of the microstructure/transport properties correlation in LSGM thin films, we deposited by PLD films of different thickness on two different substrates.

Among the commonly used substrates, (110)-oriented NdGaO3 (orthorhombic perovskite structure, $a = b = 3.863 \text{ Å}, c = 3.854 \text{ Å}$ in the pseudocubic cell) and (001)-oriented MgO (cubic rock-salt structure, $a = 4.21 \text{ Å}$) were chosen because of their low residual mixed electronic/ionic conductivity in the intermediate temperatures range, thus allowing reliable transport measurements. The poor lattice match between MgO and LSGM, however, prevents the epitaxial growth: thus LSGM films were deposited on (001) MgO substrates buffered by a thin SrTiO3 (STO) layer about 30 nm thick.

### 2. Experimental

LSGM films having three different thicknesses (100, 500, and 1000 nm) were deposited by PLD on insulating, STO buffered, (001) MgO substrates and 500 and 1000 nm films were grown on NdGaO3 substrates. Targets were prepared from commercial LSGM powders from Praxair, by uniaxially pressing at 250 MPa and sintering at 1500 °C for 10 h. The KrF excimer pulsed laser source ($\lambda = 248 \text{ nm}$) was operated at 10 Hz, with an energy density of 5 Jcm$^{-2}$, the substrate temperature was about 600 °C and O$_2$ pressure was 1 Pa, target–substrate distance was 3 cm. With this set of parameters a deposition rate of about 0.22 Å per laser shot was obtained.

XRD analyses were performed on targets and as-grown films to determine the lattice parameters and to rule out the presence of impurity phases. Scans in the $\theta$–2$\theta$ mode and rocking curves were carried out on LSGM/STO/MgO heterostructures and LSGM/NdGaO3 films using: Cu Ka radiation, accelerating voltage: 30 kV, filament current: 30 mA, 10 °/minute (scan rate for the theta–2theta scan), 0.5 °/minute (scan rate for the theta scan).

Morphological characterization was carried out by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Leo Supra 35).

The electrochemical characterization of LSGM thin layer was carried out by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using a frequency response analyzer (FRA Solartron 1260), coupled with a dielectric interface (Solartron 1296). Gold electrodes were applied in a two-electrode configuration geometry using a commercial gold paste painted onto the film surface. EIS measurements were recorded in air atmosphere in the temperature range between 700 and 300 °C in the frequency range 1 MHz–0.01 Hz using voltage amplitude of 100–500 mV. The first run of measurements was performed starting from 700 °C, after a long thermal stabilization, and then cooling down to 400 °C. A post deposition annealing was thus performed in the test cell. All EIS measurements were repeated both in cooling and heating runs.

### 3. Result and discussion

Typical X-ray scans of an LSGM/STO/MgO and LSGM/NdGaO3 films are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Only the (00l) reflections from LSGM are visible in both diffraction patterns,

![Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the correlation between the cells of LSGM, STO, and MgO.](image1)

![Fig. 2. XRD pattern of as-grown (a) LSGM/STO/MgO and (b) LSGM/NdGaO3 1000 nm thick.](image2)
indicating that the film is highly textured along the c-axis. In the case of the LSGM/STO/MGO heterostructures (Fig. 2(a)), because of the close values of lattice parameters, the reflection peaks of LSGM films overlap those from the STO buffer. However, the STO buffer layer is too thin to provide a sizeable contribution to the diffracted intensity.

Fig. 3 shows the rocking-curve scans for as-grown LSGM/NdGaO$_3$ and LSGM/STO/MgO films (1000 nm). A better crystallographic quality is obtained for LSGM films deposited on NdGaO$_3$ substrates while LSGM/STO/MgO films show a larger FWHM due to the large lattice misfit, 6.9%, between LSGM and MgO which is only partially compensated by the STO buffer layer.

Fig. 4 shows the FE-SEM surface micrographs of 1000 nm LSGM films on (a) STO/MgO and (b) NdGaO$_3$ substrates. In both cases the film surface appears as fully dense. For LSGM/STO/MgO films the grain size is around 100 nm while for LSGM/NdGaO$_3$ films it is even difficult to detect the grain size because of the very smooth surface, confirming XRD analysis and indicating a better grain boundary match.

Conductivity measurements were carried out in air by EIS (10 MHz–0.01 Hz) in the 400–700 °C temperature range. Gold electrodes were used in planar configuration onto the LSGM film surface. Fig. 5 shows the Arrhenius plots of LSGM/NdGaO$_3$ and LSGM/STO/MgO 1000 nm thick films. The activation energy ($E_a$) is the same for both samples and is about 1 eV, typical of oxygen ion conductors, but the film with higher crystallographic quality, LSGM deposited on NdGaO$_3$, shows higher conductivity than the one deposited on STO/MgO. The inset in Fig. 5, shows the impedance spectrum measured at 650 °C for the film on STO/MgO substrate. The spectrum shows a single semicircle, fitted by an RC equivalent circuit, where the resistance $R$ is the sum of the bulk and grain boundary contributions. The capacitance $C$ is of the order of $10^{-11}$ F, typical of the insulating substrate and measuring cell (stray capacitance) [11,14]. All investigated films always showed a single semicircle in the Nyquist plot at all temperatures in agreement with relevant literature on epitaxial thin films [10–12].

Fig. 6 shows the rocking curves of LSGM/STO/MgO films having different thickness. The increase of the FWHM value, from 1.5° to 2.1°, with decreasing film thickness, from 1 μm to 100 nm, indicates that the crystallographic disorder increases for thinner films. In the case of LSGM/NdGaO$_3$ films, the rocking curve FWHMs were 0.7° (Fig. 3 for a 1000 nm thick film) and did not show any appreciable change with film thickness.

Fig. 7 shows the FE-SEM micrograph of the surface fracture of the 1 μm thick LSGM/STO/MgO heterostructure where a highly...
textured columnar structure at the nanometer scale can be clearly identified. Columnar grains tend to coalesce as the growth proceeds resulting in a surface region less defective relative to the interface region. Because of the large misfit between STO and MgO, the STO buffer layer relaxes rapidly becoming very defective; defects propagate through the STO/LSGM interface originating a columnar structure in the LSGM film. This result is in agreement with XRD characterization and shows that thicker films have, on the average, a higher crystallographic order.

The temperature dependent total conductivity is shown in Fig. 8(a) for LSGM/STO/MgO and (b) for LSGM/NdGaO3 films of different thicknesses, together with data relative to a LSGM polycrystalline pellet that are in agreement with the literature data [6,7]. The difference in transport properties between films and polycrystalline pellet can be attributed to their different microstructures. The large conductivity and low activation energy of LSGM pellet is related to the large grain size (10–20 μm): the bulk contribution prevails on the grain boundary contribution [7,13]. For all samples, conductivity is a function of film thickness, the effect being much more pronounced for the LSGM/STO/MgO films. In detail, conductivity increases with increasing film thickness: for LSGM/STO/MgO films $\sigma = 2.4 \times 10^{-5}, 3.7 \times 10^{-5}$, and $2 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ for 100, 500, and 1000 nm thick films at 600 °C. The corresponding activation energy values show an opposite trend.
$E_a = 2.43, 1.17,$ and $1.06$ eV. For LSGM/NdGaO$_3$ films the conductivity values at $600{\,}^\circ$C are $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ Scm$^{-1}$ and $2.0 \times 10^{-3}$ Scm$^{-1}$ for 500 and 1000 nm thick films, and the $E_a$ values are 1.03 eV and 0.97 eV, respectively. The $E_a$ of the LSGM 1 $\mu$m thick film is very similar to that of the pellet, but its conductivity is much lower.

To understand the observed trends in the films conductivity and activation energy values, both the effect of the substrate/film interface and that of the perpendicular grain boundary should be taken into account and can be analyzed in terms of the space charge layers thickness layers length [15,16]. The large SCL length, (approximately calculated from conductance vs thickness plots to be ca. 80 nm in the present case) is in agreement with previous studies carried out on doped ceria, where the conductivity decrease and associated $E_a$ increase observed with decreasing film thickness has been explained excluding a simple depletion effect at the substrate/film interface and attributed to the concentration of blocking grain boundaries between the columnar structures [11].

In the ‘in-plane’ geometry used for LSGM thin films, the ionic transport flows parallel to the film surface and thus perpendicular to the main axis of the columnar grains resulting in a lower concentration of grain boundaries defects in thicker films where coalescence of the columnar structures occur [17]. The defects concentration varies roughly from $n = 10^{-4}$ nm$^{-1}$ (where $n$ is the inverse of average grain size) in the case of the LSGM pellet, to $n = 10^{-2}$ nm$^{-1}$ for the 1 $\mu$m thick film. The grain boundary contribution to the total resistivity is thus much larger in thin films than in the sintered pellet. In thicker films, the columnar grains coalescence (grain coarsening) occurring at a later stage of the growth (inset of Fig. 7) results in a higher conductivity.

4. Conclusions

Microstructural studies and XRD data show that LSGM films grown by PLD on NdGaO$_3$ and STO buffered (001) MgO substrate have highly textured, nanocolumnar structure. This effect is mainly observed in LSGM/STO/MgO heterostructures and is a consequence of the large structural misfit between LSGM and MgO only partially accommodated by the STO layer. Columnar grains tend to coalesce as the growth proceeds resulting in a better crystallographic quality for thicker films. Combined analysis of microstructural features and EIS measurements show that the transport properties are dominated by blocking SCLs at the perpendicular grain boundaries of the columnar grains.
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